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What did you want to be when you grew up? Something responsible? Or maybe you
knew you were a little more adventurous. Even if you’re one of the fortunate ones that
made your dream come true, it’s safe to say life’s a little more hectic than the picture
you painted yourself when you were less than 4’ tall. Therein lies the beauty of tripping
to the lake. It’s a chance to reset your chaotic day or week. Once you pull away from
the dock to go ski, board, SUP or even party, the electronic and environmental noise
is left behind. We applaud you for choosing our watersports world for your personal
release and reset.
Welcome to Radar 2015. Welcome to our family.
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-Sully

THE RADAR LAB
Handcrafted Water Skis made on the shores of Radar Lake. Washington, USA

High tensile strength, low weight and used for higher-end
performance. Every Radar ski is manufactured with carbon
fiber for a more dynamic, faster reacting ski with less swing
weight. The amount of carbon fiber inside each ski is
measured based on the suggested performance
level of the rider.
1 Up to date shapes built with a purpose- all of the skis in our entire line have been designed for a specific user. We do not
“recycle” outdated skis and call them classics to lure you in.
2 Anyone can ride a Radar- whether you’re a beginner or an aspiring pro, we have a ski suited for your ability level. All you
need to do is define what type of ski ride you want (boat speed, ability level) and we will match you with a ski you’ll love.
3 Sensible design- every Radar ski is built for efficiency and ease of use. No matter what ski you have previously ridden, you will
be able to enjoy our ride.

Is it possible to build a singular ski shape that’s user friendly for any ability level and has the extreme capability of breaking the world record? We
believe so. Our ski ideal is based on the evolution of slalom theory and design beliefs rooted in over 50 years of engineering. It’s about making a ski
ride in the water the way we believe to be the most efficient method, regardless of ability level or skiing style. We believe in our theory so much that
all of our shapes are derived of an exact framework. The entire Radar ski line shares the same physical features. The bevel configuration, rocker, side
cut, and concave radius remain constant throughout the line. These elements define a water ski and its attitude on the water. By holding the design
features constant, we can ensure that you are getting the most advanced ski available.

BASE WIDTH
VAPORS
Having a ski ride higher in the water is a positive attribute while skiing in a straight
line or during acceleration. However, if not compensated for, a ski’s additional
surface area during a turn can make it lose grip or feel slippery. The Radar
advantage is our series of concave blending rails in the bottom of the ski. The rails
are built to counteract the width while on its turning edge. The rails secure the ski
to the water for a solid feel, affording you the confidence to push your ski to the
limit. The size of the rail in the bottom of a Radar slalom has been engineered to
offer the perfect amount of grip for the amount of total surface area of the ski. As
a ski grows in size, the rail gets proportionately larger. It allows us to keep other
design attributes constant in every model, assuring you a consistent ride from
every ski in our line.

RIC / T.R.A
SENATES / LY

.

+.2”
+.5”

THEORY
+.8”

Radar skis have high strength, flush mounted, plated inserts
for boot and fin mounting. During pre-production, a high
density polycarbonate block is located inside the core. This
is the foundation of our insert system, ensuring the insert will
become an integrated part of the ski. After the ski has been
molded, each insert location is drilled via CNC positioning,
to find exact location.

P-6s

AS YOU INCREASE SURFACE AREA:

• The ski rides higher in the water, in turn reducing drag
• Additional width slows down the tempo of the turn and reduces maximum edge angle, aiding stability.
• As the ski grows, suggested maximum boat speed is decreased. Slower speeds inspire confidence and improve control.

NARROWER SKIS:

A specially formulated polymer resin is used on
the base to relieve surface tension, making the ski
faster and more efficient.

Our aluminum molds are polished daily during
production to keep a constant finish on the base of
the skis for a glossy appearance and unchanging
performance.

Is the lightest and strongest foam used in ski
manufacturing. Its properties add energy to the
ride of the ski and dramatically reduce the overall
weight. Our PVC cores are machined at the Radar
Lab for a precise fit and controlled performance.
Expect a ski with this type of core to be more
dynamic on the water with a quicker response
time to your movements and a powerful hole shot
out of turns.
Available in: Lithium Vapor

Our industry exclusive core production combines
two technologies for the most consistent
polyurethane (PU) core available. By using our
CNC machine to cut an Aerocore PU block into
shape at the Radar Lab we can monitor the
consistency of the foam and get an exact fit,
allowing us to hand build skis with more true flex
and bomb proof construction.
Available in: Graphite and Alloy Vapors

• Reduced width makes a ski more nimble in edge-to-edge movement.
• A ski sits deeper in the water for more feel and grip with reduced surface area.
• A faster tempo of skiing rhythm is achieved, along with higher top end speed and edge angles.
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Foam formulation makes the core of your ski more
than just the skeleton. Our Aerocore PU foam adds
strength and consistency to the flex of the ski while
reducing the overall weight. Aerocore foam is
exclusive to Radar and allows us to build skis with
our unmistakable quality.
Available in: Senates, Lyric, Theory, P-6’s, and T.R.A.

Flowing rocker lines and smooth concave entry lend
incremental support to the skier. The more ski that
enters the water, the larger the platform becomes.

Continuing with flowing design, the end of the flat spot
connects to a single rocker radius, determining tip height and
defining tip rocker. This smooth transition continuously rises out
of the concave until it feathers out to the flat surface in the
tip. In a turn approach, as the water break moves forward on
the ski, a graduating amount of support meets your forward
movement. The depth of concave (suction) infinitely fades
into the flat surface of the tip (support), creating a ride that is
unhindered by tip bite or erratic speed breaks. This geometry
also allows for smooth water flow entering the concave for a
consistent ride. A perfect amount of tip height was met to help
with rough water conditions and easy wake crossings.

A design controlled flat spot provides the place for the ski to “run”
with speed on the second side of the wakes and a stable platform in
the pre-turn. This adds consistent approaches so that an efficient turn
radius will be chosen. A skier is guaranteed to feel this added support;
especially into offside turns.

MORE EFFECTIVE EDGE IN THE WATER ALL THE TIME EQUALS MORE STABILITY AND CONSISTENCY.
Additional surface area- a water-flow efficient side cut was engineered by reducing the rate at which the ski tapers in front of and behind
the widest point of the ski, eliminating an extreme pivot point, Ultimately increasing the amount of effective edge ridden at all times. By
creating a side cut with more parallel lines, the ski gains an immense amount of tip-to-tail support lending its rider the ability to leverage
forward against the tip or to move their body back into a proper turning position with less up-and-down movement from the ski in the water.
Available in: Senates, Lyric, Theory, P-6’s, and T.R.A.

The first bevel designed with the benefit
of both sharp and round bevels. The
Vapor’s new multi-faceted 5 radius
rail configuration is the first of its kind,
capitalizing on the benefit of both
sharp and round bevel designs. This was
achieved by creating a bevel with many
small radii. The resulting rail is faster and
more stable than its predecessors.

The multitude of smaller sharper radii that make up the rail design
allow the ski to react like a round beveled ski, with more places
for the skier to stand, smooth transitions from edge-to-edge and
balanced turn-ability, with a tail that’s free in the water for maximum
rotation, equaling less body movement to get the ski to turn.
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Multiple sharp radii increase edge hold and
maximize angle while reducing drag for
amplified speed. The multiple sharps also gives
supreme confidence that the bevel will support
at full extension, providing hold while the ski is
rolled into extreme edge.

LITHIUM / GRAPHITE / ALLOY

VAPOR //

In general terms, the widest point in the side-cut of a ski is always somewhere right in front of your front foot. That widest spot in the
profile is the extent of your ultimate tip support. With Parallel Side-Cut, we’ve lessened the taper in front of and behind this wide
point. This reduces the teetering fore and aft found in other skis. In our improved Vapor Parallel Side-Cut, adding more width only in
front of the wide spot, thus running closer to true parallel lines, has further perfected this theory. The increased support is felt off the
second wake through the finish of the turn in stability and the advantage of being able to take more speed into the turn.

Fluid Rocker Design is denoting less radii making up the complete rocker line for smoother water flow and a ski ride that remains
stable from tip to tail; eliminating tip rise and tail blow-out. The Vapor rocker line follows this premise but with a smaller center
section flat spot than is predecessor. In creating early rise rocker by reducing the length of the flat spot from both ends, the start of
the turn is delayed and the turn radius is shortened.

We are now running boots further forward and new fin settings. Our new design allows us to get more centered on the ski, making
balance more automatic.

THE VAPOR IS HAND BUILT AT RADAR LAKE AND AVAILABLE IN 3 CONSTRUCTIONS:
Pure carbon Laminates/
PVC core / Dura Base

Pure Carbon Laminates/
Machined AreoCore / Dura Base

Carbon/Fiberglass Laminates /
Machined AeroCore / DuraBase

WHEN DEFINING THE BASE STYLES ON A SLALOM SKI:
Edge-to-edge concave skis are going to be freer on the water with more places
to stand. The control of direction and edge angle off the second wake is put in
the hands of the skier. With more slide through the turn, edge-to-edge skis are
generally better on-side turning, where the water break on the ski (during the
turn) is further back on the side cut.

Our blueprint with Vapor is to have the best of both base designs. From the wide spot
to the tail of the ski, we run an edge-to-edge concave design allowing for more speed,
control of ski placement and more slide through the finish of on-side turns. In front of
the wide spot, the Radar 5-speed rail runs forward with the concave, giving support to
the forebody of the ski when the tip is engaged. The rails create pull through the finish
of an offside turn when the ski is riding with a more level attitude.
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Railed skis have more lift and roll into the turn with a more neutral (tip down)
riding attitude which is great for off side turns. These skis track with direction off
the second wake in a more automated style.

VAPOR /

In 2014, The Vapor took the ski world by storm amassing National
Records and International Titles well before the ski’s official release
date. The design is based on forward thinking generated for the
necessities of every skier, regardless of ability level. The Vapor’s
new rockerline makes this ski our fastest ever. The reduced flatspot
is front foot centered. New tip rocker has early-rise, allowing more
time off the second wake for outbound travel. Match this with
more surface area in front of your feet and you have the best off
side turning ski in the game. From the widespot to the tail, Vapor
base design is edge-to-edge, resulting in direction control off the
second wake and the ability to dial a perfect edge angle into
any turn. This base style also means supreme control of the finish
of on-side turn slide. The railed forebody adds mass to the front of
the ski, propping up the tip for off side turning and eliminating the
possibility of stuffing the tip.

What You’ll Feel

LITHIUM MEN’S / WOMEN’S

VAPOR //

As a core material, PVC creates energy in the build of the ski. The
weigh reduction in PVC skis is a benefit outweighed by the quicktempered nature of the material itself. Generally used in closed
course conditions, the reaction time of Lithium construction is
instant. Any feedback you send to the ski will be immediately felt
in the reaction time.

/LITHIUM MEN’S
• PVC Core
• 100% Carbon Laminates
• Torsional Stability Carbon Layer
• Hand Crafted at Radar Lake

AVAILABLE IN: 63.5” / 65” / 66” / 67” / 68” / 69.5”

/LITHIUM WOMEN’S
• PVC Core
• 100% Carbon Laminates
• Torsional Stability Carbon Layer
• Hand Crafted at Radar Lake

AVAILABLE IN: 63.5” / 65” / 66” / 67”

VAPOR //
GRAPHITE / ALLOY

/GRAPHITE VAPOR
What You’ll Feel
Carbon fiber rebounds 8 times faster than fiberglass.
This reduction in reaction time gives you immediate
hole shot at turn finish. The Machined AeroCore is a
damper more forgiving ride than PVC, making it easier
to ski in varying conditions. Graphite skis are frequently
ridden both in and out of the course.
• Machined AeroCore
• 100% Carbon Laminates
• Torsional Stability Carbon Layer
• Hand Crafted at Radar Lake
• 47.5 degree bevel angle

AVAILABLE IN: 63.5” / 65” / 66” / 67” / 68” / 69.5”

/ALLOY VAPOR
What You’ll Feel
What you’ll feel: Alloy Vapor is the opportunity to get
a record setting shape without the price tag of PVC
and/or all carbon construction. Keep in mind that the
shape of a ski defines its agility and tracking speed.
An added material is not going to transport you
across the wakes faster. Our best ski shape built with
consumer quality construction.
• Machined AeroCore
• Carbon/Fiberglass Laminates
• Hand Crafted at Radar Lake
• 47.5 degree bevel angle

AVAILABLE IN: 63.5” / 65” / 66” / 67” / 68” / 69.5”

GRAPHITE / ALLOY

SENATE //

SENATE /

The irony of our new Senate shape remaining identical to the
Vapor is that the features arguably function better at the intended
34mph of this shape. Adding additional mass to the front of the
ski maintains speed into the turn and keeps the tip braced. At .2”
wider than Vapor, the additional surface area reduces friction and
makes gaining and keeping speed easier. Bottom line, Senates are
the most universal ski on the water. With course capability into -41off
and a freeride turn radius suited for your favorite shoreline, this ski
matches your ability level, no matter what that may be.

GRAPHITE / ALLOY

SENATE //

/GRAPHITE SENATE
What You’ll Feel
Carbon fiber rebounds 8X faster than fiberglass. This
reduction in reaction time gives you an immediate
power boost during hole shot at the finish of the turn.
Simply put, you’re running on race fuel. With all this extra
firepower, the Senate Graphite is equally at home in
and out of the course.
• AeroCore
• 100% Carbon laminates
• .2” wider Vapor Blueprint
• Torsional stability carbon layer
• Recommended max speed 34mph
• RST (Radiused Stability Turn) tail shape

AVAILABLE IN: 65” / 67” / 69” / 71”

/ALLOY SENATE
What You’ll Feel
Over the past 8 years the Senate has made Radar Believers
out of skiers worldwide. No matter what skis you’ve ridden in
the past, jumping on a Senate feels comfortable and natural.
Smooth acceleration and tight arcing turns are in your future.
We guarantee you’ll agree with the performance.
• Aerocore
• Carbon/Fiberglass laminates
• .2” wider Vapor Blueprint
• Recommended max speed 34mph
• RST (Radiused Stability Turn) tail shape

AVAILABLE IN: 65” / 67” / 69” / 71”

THEORY /

By the time you arrive at the Theory in our lineup, surface area is a point of
conversation. At .5” wider, deep starts are a snap and stability is starting
to outweigh the necessity for aggressive ski lines. The oversized flatspot
in the rocker keeps the ski riding level regardless of body position, while
the 5-speed bevel design controls direction off the second wake, giving
confidence to skiers of any level.

What You’ll Feel
Some of the most amazing skiing we do every year is on the Theory. The
additional width throughout the ski makes it glide easily. Turn radius remains
tight enough to run shortline slalom at 32mph. Granted, for all the benefits of
the surface area, there is a slowing of edge transition that comes along with
the added stability. But that’s the theory behind the Theory. Cruising skiing
that even the most accomplished skier can appreciate.

AVAILABLE IN: 65” / 67” / 69”
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THEORY //

• AeroCore
• Carbon Inside
• .5” wider than Vapor
• Recommended max speed 32mph
• RST (Radiused Stability Turn) tail shape
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LYRIC //

LYRIC /

In the ultimate quest to support women waterskiers worldwide, the Lyric is their
most advanced technology on the water. Following the form of the recently
updated Senate mold, careful measures have been taken to provide the perfect
flex pattern and fin shape to provide the definitive ski ride. Ride the best selling
women’s slalom and know the difference.

What You’ll Feel
At the speed and tempo that the majority of women ski at, there’s just not as
much down-force on the ski. By lightening the layup, we’re able to create a
more forgiving, easier turning ski; with support that breeds confidence. This
allows the rider to really get in sync with the ski and feel results and improved
skiing. The Lyric rides high enough in the water to reduce rope tension (easier
on hands and arms) and keep spray out of the face.

AVAILABLE IN: 63” / 65” / 67”
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LYRIC //

• Orchid scented ink
• Aerocore
• Carbon/Fiberglass laminates
• .2” wider Vapor Blueprint
• Recommended max speed 34mph
• RST (Radiused Stability Turn) tail shape

P6 /

When stability and ease of use are the main factors in
making a ski purchase, the P-6 is a top winner. With the most
amount of surface area in its class, the P-6 is quick out of the
water and low on drag when at plane. Line tension is highly
reduced with a maximum amount of width under foot. With no
gimmicks built into the base and shape of the ski, P-6 boasts
the largest stability rail in the line, assuring stable flat ski riding
and support through the turn.

What You’ll Feel

MEN’S / WOMEN’S

P6 //

Have confidence that you will not struggle getting out of the
water. The total surface area to length of ski is maximized so
you do not have to work for your skiing. Once you’re up and
on top of the water, you’ll love the smooth turn characteristics
and easy wake crossings.
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AVAILABLE IN: 65” / 67” / 69” / 71”

/P6 WOMEN’S
• Aerocore
• Carbon/Fiberglass laminates
• .8” wider than Vapor
• Recommended max speed 30mph
• RST (Radiused Stability Turn) tail shape

AVAILABLE IN: 65” / 67”
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/P6 MEN’S
• Aerocore
• Carbon/Fiberglass laminates
• .8” wider than Vapor
• Recommended max speed 30mph
• RST (Radiused Stability Turn) tail shape

TOTAL RADAR AWESOMENESS /

Nothing matters more than the future of our sport. Kids’ skiing is trending
and we’re here to nurture the growth. The TRA is the perfect first slalom
ski for any grom, from the first timer to the seasoned ripper. With top end
performance capable of tournament performances, the platform is stable
enough for those that don’t have too much water time. Although based
of the Senate, it’s not a true 100% scaling. The width has been modified
relative to the length to give the best platform for control at slower
speeds. Designed by Matt Rini for his excelling students.

What You’ll Feel

BOYS / GIRLS

T.R.A. //

Expect easy starts with stability in edge angle and wake crossings. When
the rider doesn’t even weigh enough to keep the slack out of the line,
they need something different. Something that carves consistent turns
and inspires confidence. Any young ripper is guaranteed to get better
riding TRA. It’s awesome!
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AVAILABLE IN: 63”

/T.R.A. GIRLS
• Strawberry scented ink
• AeroCore
• Carbon Enhanced
• Specific kid’s scaling
• Recommended max speed 34mph
• RST (Radiused Stability Turn) tail shape

AVAILABLE IN: 63”
33

/T.R.A. BOYS
• Glow-in-the-dark ink
• AeroCore
• Carbon Enhanced
• Specific kid’s scaling
• Recommended max speed 34mph
• RST (Radiused Stability Turn) tail shape

A controlled layup with constant flex from boot position give the ride more feel on the
water and varies turn radius pending skier approach.

UNRESTRICTED COLLECTIVE /
The Satori is a full Paulownia wood core for true tip to tail flex. Any traditional ski design functions through
bevel design and concave contact with the water. The smooth bottomed Satori grips from full sidecut and the
additional rocker created when it flexes.

UNRESTICTED //

Varied side profile for improved edge hold.
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Built for the freestyle skier, the Delirium is a stiffer flex pattern for max resistance to flex through the top of the
wake for bigger pop release. The shorter length ski has a balanced swing weight for spins and inverts. The flat
bottom design has max resistance on takeoffs and is balanced on landings.

SATORI /

Satori - a Japanese Buddhist term for enlightenment, meaning “understanding”.
Freeride skiing has always been alive and well on waterways everywhere. The Satori
was the first ski to bring specific equipment to the category. The numbers of people
that get up on a Satori the first time they ever get behind the boat sums up the
ease of use. From long river runs in Australia to big lake skiing in Washington, the
Satori is getting people stoked on skiing again; or for the first time.

What You’ll Feel
A full Paulownia wood core for tip-to-tail flex gives the ski an organic easy riding
feel. The max boat speed is lowered due to the massive amount of surface area
(most of any ski) letting you float and carve long effortless turns. The flat bottom
design lets you boost off wakes on a shorter rope. Run the course or master toe-side
cuts on a slalom ski. It’s all easy on Satori.

AVAILABLE IN: 67” / 70”
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SATORI //

• Paulownia Wood Core/ ABS sidewall
• Soft Freeride Flex Pattern
• Full inside radius sidecut
• Recommended max speed 22mph
• Freeride fin

DELIRIUM //

DELIRIUM /

Blasting off wakes and landing in the flats is usually left to standing sideways on a board.
But for the ski purist, there’s nothing sweeter than torqueing out a big cut on a slalom ski.
The Delirium makes this extreme form of skiing ready mounted on your feet. At a stiff flexed
63” long and flat-bottomed, the cut and lift of this little ripper is unmatched.

What You’ll Feel
The length of the Delirium allows the ski to pivot through turns, gaining angle easy, for hard
cuts into the wakes. The 63 inches also rotates well through spins and inverts. Action Flex
pattern and flat bottom design take jumps way into the flats. Easy to ride, easy to jump.
• Paulownia Wood Core/ ABS sidewall
• Stiff Action Flex Pattern
• Outside radius sidecut
• Stub Tail design
• Recommended max speed 22mph
• Freeride fin
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AVAILABLE IN: 63”
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MEN’S / WOMEN’S

GRAVITON //

GRAVITON /

Ski designer Matt Rini is the coach of World Champion trickers and a
World Champion himself. His design is from a practical approach to
making tricking easier and more fun. Not only has the shape been
meticulously designed, we have applied material science to the inside
with a “secret sauce” layup for the perfect balance of pop and control.
The Graviton is a modern trick ski. Not the old oval you used to ride.

What You’ll Feel
Due to the sidecut at tip/tail expect the line to be tighter
quicker between tricks and the ski to stay in the wake
longer on takeoff for more “throw” on inverts. The center
of the ski (under foot) surface area is maximized for lift
and stable surface turns and balanced toe tricks.

MEN’S / WOMEN’S

GRAVITON //

• Secret Sauce layup
• Tapered Sidecut
• Flatspot Rocker
• Beveled Base

FEATURES /

TAPERED SIDECUT

WIDE CENTER SECTION

• More surface area under foot
• More pop
• More stability

NARROWER TIP AND TAIL

• Softer landings for quicker transition between tricks
• Tighter line on landings
• Acts as a smaller ski on toes with less “catch”

FLATSPOT ROCKER (3-STAGE ROCKER)

• Oversized flatspot for better balance and recentering
• Doesn’t stick to the water
• Better release

BEVELED BASE

• Stops trailing edge lift, adding stability
• More edge control

PERFECTED CONSTRUCTION
MACHINED PU CORE

• Controlled swing weight
• Perfect core fit
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• More action off the wake
• Quicker between tricks

AVAILABLE IN:
40.5” / 42” / 43.5”
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CARBON LAMINATES
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FOOTWEAR //

We’ve consistently driven the progression of ski boot design to the next level and continue to push our technology into the future. Our footwear is
built to stand the test of time and improve your experience on the water, so that your next session is run without limits. In the past few years, our Vapor
boots topped more podiums than any other production ski boots you’ll find at your local pro shop. The Profile Boot is revolutionizing performancebased comfort with universal compatibility, and Vector Boots leave pro shops on more skis than any competitor models. We continue to drive the
industry’s approach to boot development. Do not accept imitations. Skin Radar footwear and feel the difference.

Most narrow shell with the tallest
sidewall creates instant input
delivery to the ski.

Preferred by the pro team, our high-end option plate is available through
your local Radar Pro Shop. It mounts both boots to a single plate on the ski
and universally attaches to any manufacturer’s hole pattern.

• True independent ski flex, free from the restriction of
bound plates.
• Front and rear boots pivot independently on the plate.
• Boot placement micro-adjustability with 1/8” fore and
aft plate movement.
Incredible fit never had so much
adjustability. Footwear gratification
for the everyday hard charger.

Notches on the base of the plate
determine the pivot chosen by the
skier. You may micro-adjust overall
fore/aft placement on the ski by
using the plate’s offset alternate fixed
mounting holes for smaller incremental
movements and a fine-tuned ride not
possible on other manufacturers’ plates.

Lightweight comfort with maximized
ski feel enable effortless sessions.
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Aluminum plated Vector Boots are also available for use
on other manufacturer’s skis, as the Feather Frame system
is unique to 2011 Radar Slalom skis and newer. This plate
system will mount to any manufacturer’s hole pattern.

VAPOR /

Traditional soft rubber or EVA boots cramp feet and deliver very little control to your
ski. Full plastic chassis boots can be overbearing and generally have ski altering
mechanisms that add weight and reduce ski flex. In Vapor boots, our design with Profit chassis and synthetic leather outer shell is the best of both words. The chassis offers
immediate response and greater edge hold. The soft outer is forgiving and allows
extra movement without disrupting the ski’s path. Our competition boot is a true
hybrid of all that is needed in a great boot. You will find an easy transition onto Vapor
boots. It’s the best fitting, most comfortable boot in tournament skiing.

FEATURES
• The original hybrid ski boot blending hard-shell
performance with synthetic forgiveness.
• Dual density liner with rigid outer foam for increased
response and super soft lining for comfort and support
• Molded 3D tongue
• Full length injected orthotic insole for more support
under foot and improved control
• Overall boot height and cuff designed for maximum
amount of edge control with no sacrifices
• TPU integrated lace cover and stream lined design
makes Vapor the primo in hydrodynamic footwear
• PVC Free construction

PRO FIT CHASSIS /

The Pro Fit Chassis is an asymmetrical race-ready fit designed to secure the foot into a solid position, creating a seamless
connection to the ski as if it were an extension of you. It’s the optimal combination of support, stability and balance. Smooth
flexibility from the articulating cuff plates gives easy knee movement fore and aft while the internal forefoot stabilizer plates
send feedback into the ski.

THE FIRST TO LAST /

FOOTWEAR //

The Vapor boot is still the only water ski boot that is double lasted to deliver a perfect
connection between your foot, the liner and the shell. A last is the aluminum cavity we
build to replicate the foot geometry, which determines the shape, size and overall fit of
your footwear. Radar Ski Boots develop ski specific lasts designed around the way a
skier stands one foot in front of the other. Double lasting means we first form the liner on
a last for correct fit and stance of a skier’s foot and leg. The second last shapes the shell
and creates the perfect fit between both components. This creates a boot free from hot
spots or dead air space.

INSOLES /
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COMFORT IN CONFORMITY /

Our exclusive partnership with Intuition gives you a heat moldable, lightweight,
pre-formed fit like no other. Just heat our liners to 120 degrees Celsius at an
Authorized Retailer for a custom fit unique to your foot. This custom fit is
the standard for any type of performance footwear. Vapor liners were
designed specifically for waterski use. Support where it’s wanted
and flexibility where it’s needed.
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LATERAL STABILITY ENHANCEMENT /

Edge-to-edge transition and turn finish are controlled from
your foot. The amount of angle you roll your ski into during
a cut or turn is a function of the boots upper cuff. In a boot
like the Vapor we find skiers wanting varying levels of stiffness
from this part of the boot. New for 2015 is OLE - Optional
Leverage Enhancement. Made possible by a pocket on the
exterior of the liner, nylon tabs can be added to increase the
response time and ultimate control of your ski. The two main
uses are an enhanced front boot or both boots. Find your
perfect setting using OLE.

Vapor boots come with
our signature insoles offering
heel and arch support from the
ergonomic orthotic heel cup and shank.
Our custom design holds your foot in place
during wake crossings and fast moving
edge changes.

PROFILE /

The Skier’s Boot
Our previous footwear offerings contained a gap, which we identified to construct a new
dimension within the line. The previous choices were A) wearing a competition designed race fit
Vapor boot primarily designed to break the world record. Or B) wearing a freeride symmetrical
boot with an open toe. The Profile creates the best option yet for the high-end consumer, bridging
the gap between a performance inspired Vapor and a comfort acclaimed Vector.
If you ride your own ski, you deserve to have a boot that fits and performs to your ability level
and to the potential of the ski you have it on. With our newly engineered Profile Chassis and
Profile boot we’re offering both slalom course performance and a sized asymmetrical plush fit
closed toe. The balanced Profile has a medium width footprint with high-end responsiveness
built within the contour cored chassis structure. Stay comfortable longer and sacrifice nothing in
performance!

FEATURES
• Profile Chassis
• Single 3D molded tongue
• Double lacing
• Responsive support
• Asymmetrical fit
• PVC Free construction

PROFILE CHASSIS /

FOOTWEAR //

The Profile Chassis has a structured 3-D base plate for engineered arch support. The predominate
contact points of your foot in the ball and heel are dropped through the baseless sections of the
plate for the closest contact ever allowed by a ski boot. Spaceframe reinforcement on the bottom of
the chassis makes this our most torsionally rigid frame to date; while it’s contoured shape maximizes
responsiveness. Our newest chassis also has infinite adjustment in the mounting inserts and has the
most available sizes for any model, making a Profile the most customizable boot on the market.

VECTOR /

Every now and then a product comes along and redefines its category. We think the Vector has done just that for
water ski boots. A boot of tournament level performance built with the comfort of your house slippers. It’s also lower
and lighter than any other available boot, keeping you in more control and aiding in a lightweight set-up. Cuff height
has been set for great lateral stability and the 3-D molded tongue offers firm support, controlling forward pressure.

FEATURES
• Feather Frame Chassis - Fully Integrated - Original baseless
• Available with aluminum plate
• Single 3D molded tongue
• Double lacing
• Taller cuff and medium overall flex
• Symmetrical footed with a well-defined heel cup and arch
• New internal construction for a better fit and increased comfort
• Medium Density footed drives responsiveness
• PVC Free construction

FEATHERFRAME CHASSIS /

Our Feather Frame is the first boot system to completely integrate the
mounting system, base plate and comfortable outer shell all into a single
component. This construction eliminates unnecessary screws and added
plates, making it the lightest boot set up you can mount to a ski. This
proficient weight reduction comes without sacrifice to the structural integrity
of the chassis, supported by its rigid frame. In addition to the streamlined
effectual design, your feet are as close to the ski as possible for improved
feel, energy transfer and reaction. The foot cradle inside the Feather Frame
improves torsional foothold by eliminating lateral foot movement inside the
shell. This chassis reduces a ski’s overall weight allowing for more ski control
with less overall work. Proven lightweight performance.

GP YELLOW

GLASS FILLED NYLON CONSTRUCTION /

• Unmatched strength to weight ratio
• Drives instant energy transfer from your foot into the ski.

RIGID FRAME /

• Support structure prevents plate deflection and reacts on demand.

TORSIONAL STABILITY BAR /

• Chassis enables ski to roll with your foot

BASELESS /

• Closer to the ski for better feel on the water
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GRAPHITE

ARTP /

Built to fit any size foot, not only is this design our most
Adjustable Rear Toe ever made, it also offers the perfect blend
of freedom, comfort, support and high-end performance. Top
side laces give you “set it and forget it” ease of use.

FEATURES
• One size fits all
• Most Adjustable Rear Toe
• Independent floating tongue design.
• Lace closure offers the perfect custom fit
• Contoured footed delivers both traction
and support.

PROFILE ARTP (FEATHER FRAME)

FOOTWEAR //

LYRIC /

Beauty is comfort in the
Lyric Boot, with its alluring
good looks and delightful
performance. Built on the
Feather Frame and shaped
after the Vector Boot, the Lyric
is internally softer, with less
volume for a lady’s smaller
footprint. Slide easily in to
great ankle support without
foot cramps.

FEATURES
• Feather Frame Chassis - Fully Integrated - Original baseless
• Single 3D molded tongue
• Double lacing
• Taller cuff and medium overall flex
• Symmetrical footed with a well-defined heel cup and arch
• New internal construction for a better fit and increased comfort
• Medium Density footed drives responsiveness
• PVC Free construction

VECTOR ARTP (FEATHER FRAME & ALUMINUM PLATE)

LYRIC ARTP (FEATHER FRAME)

RUBBER RTP /

• Full rubber fitted rear toe plates
• Available in three sizes (XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL).
• Rear Toe Plate kits are also available to mount
directly to the Sequence Boot Plate.

PRIME /

FEATURES
• Feather Frame Chassis - Fully Integrated - Original baseless
• Lower cuff height for the perfect amount of comfort and control
• Symmetrical footed with a well-defined heel cup and arch
• Double lacing system for a dialed fit
• Soft density footed keeps your feet happy all day
• PVC Free construction
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The Prime was designed with a lower
cuff height and softer tongue for ease
of entry and greater mobility. Being a
member of the Feather Frame family,
it offers greater performance than any
other entry-level boot and is darn sure
more comfortable. The only thing it’s
missing is a hefty price tag.

X-CALIBER COMBOS /

COMBO SKIS //

COMMANDEER THE LAKE.

Having a set of combo skis in your equipment quiver is a
necessity and the options can be overwhelming. With our
new combo ski shape, we have taken the guesswork out
of choosing your best option. X-caliber combos offer a
perfect amount of surface area with width underfoot for
easy starting in the water and easy simple gliding once
you’re up and on it. The advantage is similar to our slalom
technology. The distribution of surface area makes the
X-Caliber nimble for wake crossing and slalom skiing. The
streamlined side cut is finished with a wing tail design in
front of the fin, further reducing the surface area in the tail
for extra stability and holding power when the skis are on
edge. Twin rails in the base design aid the ski in tracking
and further stability. The choice is clear!
Available with Horseshoe (pictured) or X-Caliber EVA Boots.

COMBO FIN
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All combo fins are fiberglass infused and
colored safety orange for easy drop-ski
retrieval and safe boating

DENUNZIO //
DENUNZIO /

“After years of riding the kneeboard I hit a wall and found it extremely
hard to learn any new tricks; until I rode the Denunzio. Now on my new
board I’m pushing the limit of the sport and amaze even myself with
the capabilities of this board.” –Marc Gray Pro Kneeboarder
No other board on the water today turns and cuts as easy as the
Denunzio. With maximum width through the body of the sidecut, the
Denunzio also has a low drag coefficient and launches off the wake,
yet still carves like a narrower slalom style shape.
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NEW for this year: The redesigned pad is a kneeboarder’s dream and
the most state of the art pad shape in the industry. Deeper knee wells
and high angled footwalls hold you in place under the strap like never
before. The new Denunzio pad has 4 layers of mullti density EVA foam
for maximum absorption. The 3-dimensional Ankle-Arch under your feet
is a full 2.5” thick and stops hyperextension on big landings! The best
board in the industry now has the best pad.

FALCON /

Our most stable kneeboard has an immense amount of surface area
and buoyancy for balance. Wide tip and tail profile keep the rider
centered and double as a great platform for both surface and air tricks.
The continuous rocker is versatile with 4 molded fins and 4 traction
grooves. Our unique molded auto-centering handle retention system
makes it easy for the youngsters to get seated and comfortable. Being
able to grab the handle in the middle means confidence and control
for the rider.

FEATURES

HAWK /

A narrowed tip profile and 3.2” swallowtail define the easy edging
slalom style Hawk. Removing surface area from the tip allows for the
board to roll and hold on edge and the swallowtail speeds up turn
finish and increases holding power by keeping more effective edge
in the water behind the balance point. Our new retractable fins can
give you the utmost grip when dropped down, or loosen up the board
when hidden. Deep-seated orthotic knee wells on our dual density
pad reduce fatigue by keeping you in place. The single locking strap
functions easily and efficiently to get you ripping quicker.

KNEEBOARDS //

• Handle Retention system
• Large orthotic pad
• Single locking strap
• Molded fins and grooves

• On Falcon and Hawk models
• Place the handle securely against two independent hold points
• Retrieve it easily in the center of the handle for balance
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STABILIZING HANDLE CLEATS /

KIDS COLLECTION /
HIDEO /

• Coast Guard Approved Neoprene
• New construction improving your child’s comfort
• Water repellent inside lining

KIDS //

Child: 30 - 50 lbs.
Toddler: 0 - 30 lbs.

FIREBOLT TRAINERS /

PINT SIZED THRILL RIDE.

We’ve even redesigned the skis for our littlest team members. The Firebolts
are a scaled version of the X-Calibers, taking advantage of everything we
expect from the skis designed for big kids behind the boat. A detachable
stabilizer bar helps maintain proper ski spacing, improving balance
and control when learning. Adjustable horseshoe bindings, a specially
designed training rope and two handles (one for child and the other for
the boat end) complete the set. 46” (up to 80 lbs.).

AKEMI /

• Coast Guard Approved Neoprene
• New construction improving your child’s comfort
• Water repellent inside lining
Child: 30 - 50 lbs.
Toddler: 0 - 30 lbs.
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Bar and training rope included.

FLOTATION DIVISION /
We’ve always said that if a vest fits well, you won’t even know you have it
on. We stand behind this with annual flotation innovation that we’re proud
to wear when we go to the lake. Our commitment to creating the best
fitting protective devices and impact jackets moves forward this year with
a redesigned reversible impact jacket.

FEATURES

CHEST SIZING
SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE
X-LARGE
XX-LARGE

31-34in (79-86cm)
34-37in (86-94cm)
37-40in (94-102cm)
40-43in (102-109cm)
43-46in (109-117cm)

FLOTATION //

• 2 buckle, 1 zip closure
• Coast Guard Approved
• Available in: S/ M/ L/ XL/ XXL

ENCORE MEN’S & CHARM WOMEN’S /

Our newest CGA vest is packed with ammunition to keep you
comfortable and active while on the water. The Tri-directional
segments create uninterrupted movement and ease of use.

Made with no rubber (like traditional neo products), the
environmentally friendly lightweight external AirMesh shell is a
complex compound of water resistant, quick drying synthetic fiber.
The most advanced in the industry. Most importantly, our lining
(the part you feel) is a highly concentrated synthetic molecular
textile, reducing rub and increasing comfort. There’s now no reason
to not be comfortable and active all day on the water.

FEATURES
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• Coast Guard Approved
• 2 buckles, 1 zip closure
• Available in: S/ M/ L/ XL/ XXL

CAMEO /

Coast Guard Approved with fashion sense. The Cameo
is cut for a woman’s body shape with support where it’s
needed and flexibility where it’s wanted. It’s the crown
jewel of the Lyric collection. Feel secure with 2 buckles
and 1 zip closure. Hidden belts, glide skin and sparkle
ink are the finishing touches.

FEATURES
• Coast Guard Approved
• Water repellent inside lining
• Available in: S/ M/ L/ XL

CHEST SIZING
SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE
X-LARGE

30-33in (76-84cm)
34-36in (86-91cm)
37-39in (94-99cm)
40-42in (102-107cm)

MEN’S CHEST SIZING
SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE
X-LARGE
XX-LARGE

34-36in (86-91cm)
37-40in (93-101cm)
42-44in (106-111cm)
46-48in (116-122cm)
50-52in (127-132cm)

WOMEN’S CHEST SIZING
SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE
X-LARGE

34-36in (86-91cm)
36-39in (91-99cm)
40-43in (101-109cm)
44-47in (111-119cm)
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X-VEST /

A CGA Vest has never before allowed such comfort in donning or ease of
movement in action. The X-Vest is like nothing you’ve ever had on before.
The key was in foam re-distribution in a true 5-panel design that refuses to
lay flat. First we increased the panels around your cage accommodating
great protection and a limitless fit, and then we carefully placed foam
where it’s required by law without sacrificing what is needed on the water.

DECIBLE IMPACT JACKET /

This next generation impact jacket is thinner and lighter than its
predecessors. It’s the same unbelievable fit we have come to know and
love out of this namesake, but now with a new sharkskin technology.
The outer skin stretches less, securing a rub hugging fit unlike nothing
you’ve felt on the water. Simple one zip closure makes donning a snap.
Pair with the vapor gloves also using sharkskin tech.

FEATURES
• SharkSkin Tech
• Front Zip Closure
• Available in: S/ M/ L/ XL

CHEST SIZING
SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE
X-LARGE

30 (76cm)
32 (81cm)
34 (86cm)
36 (91cm)

FLOTATION //

OUTSIDE

VAPOR IMPACT JACKET /

NOW REVERSIBLE

Super Light like the ski it partners with and form fitting like no other
slalom vest we’ve built to date. The vapor cut file was created with
a multitude of flex zones to complement the front zip closure for
self regulated contouring action. This is definitely one to have in the
quiver. Stay protected while feeling like you have nothing on. Literally,
you’ll smile when you zip this vest up. It’s that good.

FEATURES
• Reversible
• Super stretch
• Water repellent liner
• Front zip closure
• Available in: XS/ S/ M/ L/ XL/ XXL

CHEST SIZING
X-SMALL
SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE
X-LARGE
XX-LARGE

JOHN TOP /

28-31in (71-79cm)
28-31in (79-86cm)
31-34in (86-94cm)
34-37in (94-102cm)
37-40in (102-109cm)
43-46in (109-117cm)

Keeping your core warm is a key to staying strong. Our John top also
adds a layer of rib protection and grip to keep your vest in place when
giving the extra reach in big turns. Put this top on and forget about it,
as it fits like a second skin. Use what our pro team uses.
• Available in: S/ M/ L/ XL/ XXL
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Let’s face it, skiing can hurt a little. You’re just not laying it down enough
if you don’t have a little spray burn at the start of the season. Strap up
and protect yourself. Our stylish new spray leg will keep you turning
your offside without wincing in pain.
• Available in: S/ M/ L
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SPRAY LEG /

INSIDE

There’s only one thing between you and the handle when you’re going for it behind the boat. We tend to take this pretty seriously.
Our glove collective offers you anything you may want to employ to make your ski ride both enjoyable and less fatiguing.
The idea that the palm and back-of-hand materials are working together stops a glove from getting sloppy after a few uses,
increasing the value of your purchase. Commitment to proper fitting patterns is crucial for your experience. Radar gloves are
sewn using 9-strand, 210-denier thread for bombproof seams. Choosing the correct fit also adds strength and longevity to your
skiing. Expect the best from the most complete glove line in the industry. Also, make sure you start with a glove with a very snug
fit. This means if you can get it on in the store, it’s not too small. Gloves expand up to 10% when the initially get wet.

Sewn from the same legendary fitting pattern as the Ergo-K, The “A” is merely
a materials exchange. With a more pliable Amara palm, using a single layer
of microfiber with included neoprene finger stretch zones has reduced the
back hand stretch. The palm sewing is triple stitched for a flatter grippier
palm. The style is up to you with convertible fingertips.

AVAILABLE IN: S/ M/ L/ XL/ XXL

“Dude! This glove is amazing!” That’s what most people say right after shredding
in the Vapor Boa. Think about it. How could a glove even compete with a Boa
closure to dial in your fit? Webbing will never pull as evenly as our lace system.
Period. Our new SharkSkin back of hand material has added even more
technical performance. It limits stretch without losing the comfort of neoprene.
That means no sagging and no change in the fit of your glove over time. It’s
exclusive to Vapor Boa! Aramid palm material contributes flexibility and max
grip. Get on the Vapor Boa train. If you’re serious about skiing, you’ll do it.

AVAILABLE IN: S/ M/ L/ XL/ XXL

GLOVES //

AVAILABLE IN: XS/ S/ M/ L/ XL/ XXL

Ever heard the saying “fits like a glove”? Well, we’re sure you’re looking for a
little more information than that. Double padded palm to protect your paws
from blisters and a neoprene backhand that conforms, well, like a glove. Our
great former tournament style fit at a great price point that’s pleased skiers
for ages. Like the name says, you’ll be ready for the big leagues.

Man, are we proud of this glove! We can’t believe we didn’t think of creating
some hand wear like this sooner. It’s easy to put on and stylish to wear. With
our exclusive dot patterned Amara so we know you’ll have a wicked strong
grip! Whether you’re freeskiing, boarding, wakeboarding or riding your cable
park, you’ll be grip upgraded in style.

Take the work out of skiing. The Vice has an external webbing strap that reinforces
your grip on the handle by transferring the pull completely into your wrist. The
strap allows you to relax your hands, conserving forearm strength for easier starts
and longer ski rides. Some say they’re best if you’re underpowered, but our pros
team also raves about the performance. We say they’re both right! Viva la Vice!

AVAILABLE IN: XS/ S/ M/ L/ XL/ XXL

AVAILABLE IN: XS/ S/ M/ L/ XL/ XXL

Ladies rejoice! The bliss is built for your hand size and shape. The conforming
double-layered Amara palm material will save blisters and the back-of-hand
closure opens wide for effortless entry. Plus, you’ll look good doing it. If long,
bedazzled manicures (you dial your phone with a knuckle) are your thing, then cut
the fingertips off and let your digits breathe. Just ski in ‘em. You’ll be happy you do.

AVAILABLE IN: XXS/ XS/ S/ M/ L
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AVAILABLE IN: S/ M/ L/ XL/ XXL

We put as much effort into these gloves as we did for our pro models!. The TRA
glove is for the future of the sport, made with a pattern specific to a smaller hand,
with double padded palm and pre-curved fingers. The convertible fingers make
these gloves arrive as full fingered but easily transformed into fingerless for those
growing digits. Our future World Champions approve this fit, yours will too.

AVAILABLE IN: K-S/ K-M/ K-L
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Not all gloves are created equal. It’s just a fact. The secret to a great fitting pair of
gloves is in the proprietary cut pattern that takes years to perfect. Our Ergo file has that
great fit. Neoprene back-had and finger panels so the Aramid palm material stays
tightly formed in a pre-curved second skin fit. Ergos easily convert to fingerless gloves
by cutting in-between the sew lines on the fingertips. Double closure system and
molded wrist pull strap make it a no brainer. Picking up what we’re laying down?

HANDLES & ROPES /
VAPOR CUSTOM HANDLES /

HANDLES & ROPES //

The Vapor is the handle chosen by those making a living
hanging on to the end of the rope. Our exclusive rubber
compound is the tackiest grip in the industry. You’ll find a longer
life in the Vapor grip over other similar handles. Choose from
two lengths and three diameters.

FEATURES

EASY TO SWAP GRIPS

• Two Lengths - 12” & 13”
• Three Diameters - .940”, 1.062” & 1.10”
• Pre-Stretched

WOMEN’S PINK EDITION /
• Vapor handle
• 12” X 1.0” Diameter
• Pre-Stretched

EXTEND DETACHABLE /

INTERCHANGABLE ANTI-ROLL

Leverage is a defining part of slalom skiing. We generally equate this to the edging power of our ski but we should not forget our attachment point to the
boat. We’ve found a handle with rigid end caps to be advantageous in continuing leverage and outbound direction after wake crossings. A handle is
also sturdier through the wakes when it’s not rolling around in your hand. In development, we were also able to generate more gripping room using the
same bar length by moving the attachment points to the ends of the bar. The removable end-caps add versatility by giving you grip options, using the
same rope and end caps. For example, you may train with a fatter handle and transition for tournament to a skinny for grip strength. New ergonomic bar
shapes are also available for something different than standard round grips.

AVAILABLE IN

•
•
•
•
•

ExtEnd Alternative grip 11”x 1”D
ExtEnd Alternative grip 12”x 1.10”D
ExtEnd Alternative grip 12”x 1.062”D
ExtEnd Alternative grip ARC 12”x 1.062”D
ExtEnd Alternative grip Elliptical 12” length

INTERCHANGEABLE GRIP OPTIONS
STANDARD

ARC

ELLIPTICAL

GET MORE GRIP SPACE

VAPOR SWITCH MAINLINE /

• New construction! More durable better skiing mainline.
• Tied loops for easy shortening and less rope wear
• Identification sleeves
• Additional non-switch section included
• Pre-Stretched

A traditional 13” slalom handle has 11” of gripping
room due to the rope running through the dowel,
eating up precious grip space at the ends of the bar.
Our new design allows for a full 12” of grip room while
maintaining the safety standards of competition skiing.
This means that our 12” bar has more grip room than a
traditional 13” handle.

MORE BAR
EXTEND DETACHABLE
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STANDARD HANDLE

CONTROL SERIES /
Control BAR LOCK Handles – What would it be like to
do pull-ups if the bar you were pulling on could roll in
your hand? Doesn’t sound very enticing, does it? Skiing
with a conventional handle without BarLock (or ExtEnd)
is doing just that- rolling out of your hand. BarLock
eliminates the rope twisting around the ends of the bar
while you are pulling, essentially giving you a sturdier grip
and additional strength. This is all possible by a special
rope tying method that is so utterly complex we leave
it up to experts for assembly. Trust us. This makes for an
immediately better ski ride. You’re guaranteed to notice the
difference!

3 GRIP OPTIONS
STANDARD

ELLIPTICAL

ARC

SURE GRIP /

FEATURES
• Offered in elliptical, straight and ARC bars
• 1” handle diameter
• Available in 13” length
• Full length finger protector end caps
• Double braided yoke for extra strength and durability
• Pre-Stretched

• 75’ 13” Handle With Mainline
• Tacky TPR grip
• 6” finger protectors / foam floats
• Vinyl sleeves for durability
• Available in 5 or 8 section Mainline
• Assorted colors

This is the do it all rope/handle package. The handle is good to
use with or without gloves. It’s good low riding (knee boarding),
freeriding your Satori, slalom skiing, or walking the dog. The rope has
a few take off loops for dialing in your wake size for said activity. Go
do your thing. It’s a do-it-all type of arrangement.

HANDLES & ROPES //

CONTROL PACKAGE /

HANDLE AND MAINLINE

• 13” Team, 13” Arc, or 13” Elliptical handle.
• Full Length Finger Protectors
• 64-Strand 8-Section Mainline for durability
• Pre-Stretched
• Assorted colors

70FT CONTROL MAINLINE /

GLOBAL SUEDE /

• Available in 8 or 10 sections
• Color coded sections
• Identification sleeves
• Pre-stretched

• Used for towing water skiers, wakeboarders, kneeboarders
or towable behind outboards and I/O’s
• Heavy Duty carabiners for quick attachment and release
• 1” Durable nylon straps
• Great for boats without pylons or towers

• 75’ Global Water Sports Rope
• 13” Suede Handle Grip
• 6” Finger Protectors
• 70’ Mainline
• Assorted colors

SKIER DOWN FLAG /

• Padded handle
• Embossed flag
• Weather proof dowel

DOUBLE HANDLE /

TRAILER BOAT GUIDES /

• Buy one get one

DEEP-V SUEDE /

• 15” Suede Deep-V Handle
• 4’ V - Bridle for easy deep water starts on a slalom ski
• Vinyl covered rope for durability
• 6” Finger Protectors
• Available w/ 5-Section Mainline
• Assorted colors

DOCK TIE /

• Adjustable in length from 3 to 6 feet

• 75’ double handle water sports rope
• Two six inch TPR rubber handles with vinyl finger protectors
• Long “V” Bridle for easy deep-water starts
• Two section mainline - 70ft Mainline Sec. for slalom skiing and a
60ft sec. rope, for towing up to a two person inflatable tube. *Read
Owner’s manual before towing an inflatable tube.

GLOBAL /

• 75’ Global Water Sports Rope
• 12” Smooth tacky rubber gripped handle
• 70’ Mainline
• Assorted colors
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BOAT TOW HARNESS /
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KNEEBOARD-FREERIDE HANDLE /

14” SUEDE HANDLE W/ 5-SECTION PE MAINLINE
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RADAR INFLATABLES

SPOON-O-VATION
LESS DRAG

MORE FUN

DISHED BASE DESIGN =
LESS SURFACE CONTACT WITH THE WATER
HAVING LESS CONTACT WITH WATER SURFACE CREATES LESS DRAG
AND A FASTER SMOOTHER RIDE!

GALAXY
4 RIDERS

130” TRIANGLE

Get lifted on the Galaxy! This inflatable is like the monster truck of the towable community.
Its street credibility has been boasting rave reviews through summers gone by. With a
suspended 33sq.ft rider’s platform (up to 4 riders), all ages can appreciate the soaring
perspective. The 130 sq. in triangular base has less water tension and dragon the boat
than all other tubes of this size class. In fact, we have a great time towing it behind a PWC!

KEY FEATURES
• Neoprene knuckle guards
• Elbow and knee neoprene padding
• Quick tow attachment
• 840 denier nylon cover
• 30 gauge PVC bladder
• Boston valve
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Tubing is a serious activity. Seriously Awesome!!!! Who doesn’t have a laugh and some fun on an inflatable magic carpet ride behind the
boat? You’re bonded with your riding partner for life after sharing an exciting ride. That’s some “the family that stays together” type stuff.
Memories! OK, ok, before we get too sappy have a look at our offering. As you browse our detailed pedigree of plump, overly buoyant
giggle-makers you will find a recurring theme we like to call Spoon-O-Vation. This is the Radar feature that makes you feel like a space man
in a bathing suit during your outer galactic voyage. We think you will see how visionary we have been in redefining this puppet-on-a-stringlike activity. Our mad scientists reduced a little thing called friction, which positively affected something we like to call fun. We’re hoping that
the name is clueing you in a little as to the premise behind Spoon-O-Vation. Yes, the bases of our tubes are spoon shaped. This reduces the
amount of surface area contacting the water, thus reducing drag and freeing up the tube for more enjoyment from start to finish.

CHASE 4
4 RIDERS

77.5” X 95”

3 RIDERS

76” X 76”

Whoa! Just when you thought you couldn’t have any more fun: here we go!
Seriously. Sitting side by side in pure inflated comfort is the best way to get the
heart really going, as your driver takes you for the ride of your life. Our second
largest installment of Spoon-o-Vation is true to form with little rope tension on
take offs and a safe but slippery ride, no matter how you spin it.

The Liftoff is a must-have tube simply for its traditional deck shape design. The
square tail adds stability in rough water or flying on the whip. Neoprene panels
soften knee and elbow placement while side bumpers hold you in. Lie down,
hold on and Liftoff with up to 3 riders. Sewn ladder handles for easy boarding

KEY FEATURES

KEY FEATURES

• Neoprene knuckle guards
• Seat neoprene padding
• Quick tow attachment
• 840 denier nylon cover
• 30 gauge PVC bladder
• Boston valve
• Cup holders

CHASE 3
3 RIDERS

63” X 70”

• Neoprene knuckle guards
• Elbow and knee neoprene padding
• Quick tow attachment
• 840 genier nylon cover
• 30 gauge PVC bladder
• Boston valve
• Side boosters

ASTRO
2 RIDERS

60” X 64”

Three seats topping Spoon-O-Vation can only mean one thing... a belly
laughing good time! The oversized riding platform is fast on the water and
neoprene covered seat makes lounging a comfort. Seat separating bolsters
hold you in place, as the wild ride takes you on an outbound trajectory.
Complete with cup holders for a few frosty summer beverages, The Chase
Lounge is sure to please.

Ready for big air? Skim through whips or launch off big wakes on this
boisterous inflatable. The side bumpers keep 2 riders in the action while flying
through space. The Astro’s wedge shape makes it a natural rider’s position and
easy to climb back in the saddle after bouncing off. Sewn ladder handle makes
boarding easy.

KEY FEATURES

KEY FEATURES

• Tows both directions
• Quick tow attachment
• Neoprene knuckle guards
• Seat neoprene padding
• 840 denier nylon cover
• 30 gauge PVC bladder
• Boston valve
• Cup holders

CHASE 2
2 RIDERS

63” X 66”

• Neoprene knuckle guards
• Elbow neoprene padding
• Quick tow attachment
• 420 denier nylon cover
• 26 gauge PVC bladder
• Boston valve
• Side boosters

ORION
3 RIDERS

68” ROUND

When you’re having this much fun, it would be a shame not to share
the experience with someone. Our Chase-2 lets you pair up for a
few screams around the lake. Two durable cup holders and a built in
cooler also make this a great floating station to spend some time with
your bestie. Spoon-o-Vation at its finest!

At over 5 1/2 feet in diameter, there’s enough space for uncompromising fun
with a few of your friends, or to catch some sun on the float. There’s no filler here.
Just an emotional joy ride as you launch into the Stratosphere! Comforting
neoprene padding and a webbing ladder are included convenience features.

KEY FEATURES

KEY FEATURES
• Neoprene knuckle guards
• Elbow and knee neoprene padding
• Quick tow attachment
• 840 denier nylon cover
• 30 gauge PVC bladder
• Boston valve
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• Tows both directions
• Quick tow attachment
• Neoprene knuckle guards
• Seat neoprene padding
• 420 denier nylon cover
• 26 gauge PVC bladder
• Cup holders
• Built in frosty beverage cooler
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LIFTOFF

RENEGADE 3
3 RIDERS

76” X 76”

UFO
2 RIDERS

72” ROUND

Our newest hexagonal shaped tube series comes in a threeseater too. Use the front edges to control the tube. Sit back on the
deck for big air or lounge in the open water with friends. Our big
3-person deck tube is a must for summer fun!

Float across the water on the UFO with another installment of
Spoon-O-Vation. This over sized round ride is fantastic for two riders.
There are plenty of handles to be the pilot, or co-pilot, on board
your own low profile skimmer with inflatable cockpit.

KEY FEATURES

KEY FEATURES

• Neoprene knuckle guards
• Elbow neoprene padding
• Quick tow attachment
• 840 denier nylon cover
• 30 gauge PVC bladder
• Boston valve

• Neoprene knuckle guards
• Inflatable seat cushion
• Quick tow attachment
• 420 denier nylon cover
• 26 gauge PVC bladder
• Boston valve

VORTEX
1 RIDER

55” ROUND

The Vortex is packaged with its own 1700lb 1-person towrope. The
small opening and deep well enhance the ride. Pack your littlest
one in the Vortex for a slow cruise around the lake or send it into a
double-up wake for grown up fun!

KEY FEATURES
• Neoprene knuckle guards
• Quick tow attachment
• Includes tube rope
• 420 denier nylon cover
• 26 gauge PVC bladder
• Boston valve

2 RIDERS

52” X 50”

1 RIDER

54” ROUND

Our take on this popular deck style tube will have you wide-eyed and rosy
cheeked with friction free fun behind the boat. Suitable for two riders, The
Renegade 2 is Hexagonal in shape. This unique style allows the corners in the
front of the design to grip the water in leans, giving the rider(s) a hint of control.
Try it for yourself!

Defy physics on our affordable one-man tube ready for take off.
Safe for the smallest of riders and loose enough to get crazy,
the Cosmo is up to the challenge.

KEY FEATURES

KEY FEATURES

• Neoprene knuckle guards
• Elbow neoprene padding
• Quick tow attachment
• 420 denier nylon cover
• 26 gauge PVC bladder
• Boston valve
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COSMO

• Neoprene knuckle guards
• Nylon webbing tow attachment
• 420 denier ¾ nylon cover
• 26 gauge PVC bladder
• Boston valve
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RENEGADE 2

RADAR REEF
4 FLOATERS

95” X 95”

Most of the time we like to be on the move behind the boat. But nobody is
arguing the pleasure of some time at the lake just kicking back enjoying the
surroundings. Get shored up in our brand new floating entertainment center
built as a four-seater with even more cup holders! The center section is open
for hanging your feet in, or a quick dip. Anchor bag included!

KEY FEATURES
• 26 gauge PVC
• Anchor hooks
• Sandbag anchor
• Cup holders

2.5 PSI HIGH VOLUME PUMP

2.7PSI HIGH PRESSURE ELECTRIC PUMP

• Simple red+/ black- alligator clips for
direct connection to car/boat battery
• High volume air flow for speedy
inflation / deflation
• Four different nozzle adapters

12V ELECTRIC PUMP
This high-pressure electric pump is designed
to quickly inflate and deflate any size tube.
Comes complete with universal adapters &
power cord.

• 110V / 240v power plug
• High volume air flow for speedy
inflation / deflation
• Four differnet nozzle adaptors

FOOT PUMP
This one’s pretty straightforward. You push
down (preferably with your foot) and air
comes out. It’s like a sweet workout from the
80’s without the leg warmers.

DUAL ACTION HAND PUMP
A continuous stream of air is pumped on the
up and down stroke. Ideal for large inflatables.
Comes with anti-kink hose and three sizes
of interchangeable connecting adapters.
Features large handle and foot plate.

TUBE ROPES
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• 6000 Lbs. Tube rope
• For towing up to a max of six riders or
1020 lbs.
• Special length with neoprene float

60FT 4.1K TUBE ROPE
• 4100 Lbs. Tube rope
• For towing up to a max of four riders
or 680 lbs.
• Special length with neoprene float

60FT 2.3K TUBE ROPE
• 2375 Lbs. Tube rope
• For towing up to a max of two riders
or 340 lbs.
• Special length with neoprene float
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60FT 6K TUBE ROPE

TEAM WHEELIE BAG /

PADDED SLALOM BAG /

Take your ski anywhere (or your snowboard for that matter).
Or whatever else you can think of to put in this 71” long
beauty. Full padding, skate wheels and a shoulder strap for
hands free towing. It’s first class travel for your baby.

B

C

D

SOFTGOODS //

A

• Top zipper for easy entry and handling
• Oversized boot zone for additional storage
• Breathable mesh top
• Bag Lengths: 63”-67” / 68”-71”

NEO SLEEVE /

TRICK NEO SLEEVE /

• New built in PVC fin protector!
• 2mm neoprene protects your bevels while
boots are allowed to dry.
• Easy to use.
• One size fits all.

• 2mm neoprene protects your bevels while
boots are allowed to dry.
• Easy to use.
• One size fits all.

DUFFLE BAG /

We started a bowling team once we received
this bag. We suggest you do the same. Or just
use it to keep your boat gear organized and in
one place. That’s probably easier than trying to
break into the 200’s on your bowling scorecard.

E
T-SHIRTS & FLEECE
A
B
C
D
E
F

F

APPAREL /

Buoy Tee Navy / S-XXL
Branded V-Neck Charcoal / S-XXL
B&W Action Tee Black / S-XXL
Lyric Tee White / S-XL
Brotherhood Hoodie Charcoal / S-XXL
Solar Barrier Silver/ S-XXL

THE GATE CHECK
WHEELIE TRAVEL BAG /

OK, so this bag is bigger than the overhead allows (30”), but that’s because
we know you have a lot of stuff when you hit the road. The coffin style zipper
opens the bag up like traveling armoire. One side of the bag holds dividers
for categorizing with an external access panel for quick entry. We know
you’re taking your ski with you. Take your clothes in Radar style too.

C
B
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PROTECT THAT DOME
A
B
C
D

Paddler’s Sun Hat OSFA
QB Fitted 7 1/8, 7 ¼, 7 3/8, 7 ½, 7 5/8
Black Patch Snap-back OSFA
Rossi Action Snap-back OSFA

D

HATS /

LOADED TOOL KIT /

The bag we designed to house your tools now comes
stuffed with what you need to fine tune tour ride.
• Radar Custom 8” digital calipers
• Set of wing gauges measuring 7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5
• T-handle Allen wrench.
• Tool Kit Bag, Radar Calipers and Radar Wing
Gauges also sold separately!
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A

S.U.P. DIVISION /
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FIND YOUR PLACE

MERIDIAN /

The Meridian is any paddler’s touring necessity. A narrower profile and displacement hull cut
through the water like butter and define this shape as your distance traveler. The base of the
Meridian reveals Radar’s proprietary ChannelTrack system removing 30% of base contact
with the water, thus removing that same amount of friction, making your strokes go faster
and further down your water highway. Besides removing drag the board remains ultra stable
while paddling like a much narrower shape. These parallel channels also direct the board
forward, keeping Meridian going straighter with less stroke alternation. Something we can all
appreciate. Whether racing, paddling for exercise, or leisure touring, the Meridian is the most
efficient vessel on the water.
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S.U.P. //

Meridian Cross Section
w/ ChannelTrack System

SCEPTER /

As a flat-water paddleboard company, we recognize stability as the single most important attribute of a board.
We pride ourselves in optimistically stating “your grandma could race you on our board!” The new Scepter
continues our Tradition of “the easiest board you could ever ride”. The base shape and rocker line are wide
and smooth for balance, yet free on the water for long glides between paddle strokes. The tip shape easily
absorbs rough water chop and sits high enough to clear oncoming boat rollers. If you are familiar at all with
the shape of a paddleboard you’ll know that the top deck is similar to that of a surfboard. The surface you
stand on is a gradual downward curve toward the waterline. This puts your feet at a high degree of inversion
(or supination). Meaning that you stand on the outside of your feet, immediately causing fatigue and reducing
strength and comfort. This is no way to spend your leisure time or exercise with painful feet. The recessed deck
of the Scepter is completely flat out to the rail, so you always stand flat. Plus you’re lowered into the board,
closer to the water, lowering your center of gravity, giving leverage on your strokes. Paddle more efficiently and
comfortably on the Scepter.
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S.U.P. //

Scepter Cross Section

TOTEM (YOGA/CROSSOVER) /

The Totem is your floating yoga studio! Most boards turn down at the edges, essentially reducing the amount
of usable space for yoga poses, paddling or lounging. The Totem’s top deck remains flat all the way out to
the maximum width of the board, giving you more useable space and a stable platform for both yoga and
paddling. We’ve also modified the sidecut in the tip of the board keeping the Totem wider further forward,
for even more useable space. Rest assured that this board also paddles as great as the rest of our shapes.
It’s smooth and stable on paddle strokes with easy glide. The dual concave hull and complementary long
rockerline lend confidence even for first time paddlers.
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S.U.P. //

Totem Cross Section

CADENCE SOFT-TOP BUNDLE /

Entry in the sport of SUP does not have to bust the budget or be on a board with compromised
performance. The Cadence Soft-Top satisfies both of these suggestions. The machined foam core
has a dual-stringer design so the Cadence remains rigid during use, transferring your paddle strokes
into instant movement and a free glide across the water. Cushy EVA foam covers the entire top deck
for comfort or beginner yoga students. This bundle comes complete with our aluminum adjustable
paddle so you have everything you need to get on the water with no surprises.
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S.U.P. //

Cadence Cross Section

SUP ROOF RACK SYSTEM /

S.U.P. //

• 2” box stitched webbing
• 1000lb buckle strength
• Fits most vehicles

THE DISTANCE TOURING FIN /

• Longer rake design for less resistance.
• Narrow blade with deep fish tail design
for efficient tracking

ATOMIC CARBON FIXED PADDLE /

• Carbon Oval Shaft
• Carbon Blade
• Soft touch handle
• Cut-to-size fixed length

COMPOSITE FIBERGLASS ADJ. PADDLE /

• Fiberglass oval shaft
• Fiberglass blade
• Adjustable from 6’4” to 6’10”
• Soft touch handle

THE FLOW ADJ. ALUMINUM PADDLE /
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• Anodized aluminum shaft
• Glass filled nylon blade
• Adjustable from 5’8” to 6’11”

Radar warranty procedures vary depending upon country of purchase
We reserve the right to change details without notice
Check your warranty card or call Square One for further information
Square One Distribution Company
Phone: 1 888-766-4926
Phone: (425) 369-6850

RadarSkis.com
RadarSUP.com
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